The UDC Island Suite was designed to maintain the benefits of suite cooking including enhanced culinary team communication, reliable energy distribution and a captivating, front-of-the-house cooking presentation. But it offers even more… ultimate interchangeability by incorporating modular utility distribution and configurable utility connections.
MONTAGUE EXCALIBUR™
UDC “PLUG-N-PLAY” ISLAND SUITE AT-A-GLANCE

The UDC makes it easy for chefs to reposition key equipment and/or replace equipment without a major remodel project. Now your island suite can be effortlessly adapted to support menu changes and seasonal offerings or, instantly updated with a new piece of equipment to expand cooking options.

The UDC’s Utility Distribution System is comprised of stainless steel sheet metal housings enclosing electrical conduit distribution and plumbing services that provide connections for stand-alone appliances. It’s UL listed by as a Commercial Appliance Outlet Center and intended for use with Montague batteries, demo counters, or island modular suite configurations.

Standard Features

- Dedicated circuit protection for receptacle or specified electrical lead for direct connection
- Ground fault circuit interrupter for 15 & 20 amp, 120/1, straight blade receptacles
- Copper supply lines
- Black iron gas supply line, with gasket flange connections between modules
- Quarter-turn shut-off valves on individual gas connections
- Chrome shut-off valves on individual water connections
- Quarter-turn shut-off valve and Line Pressure Regulator on main gas supply
- Mounted Eye bolt for affixing cable restraints
- Provides easy cleaning

Options

- Consult factory for other voltage configurations
- Quick-disconnect fittings for individual gas connections
- Hot and cold water supply lines
- Black iron steam supply and condensate return lines
- Utility chases for connections to hood and ceiling
- Quarter-turn shut-off valves on main supply valves
- Alternative top profiles to match adjacent styling
- Network cabling and receptacles
- Temperature and pressure incoming water gauges
- Security package: exposed fasteners to be tamper-resistant, pin-in-head
- UDC mounted faucet or pot filler
- Water filtering system